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Letters
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Highway 1
Editor:
Here we go again. The
same old motley crew
(that put our little city in
such a great place) is at it
again. Previously they were
against any building at the
quarry because of the terrible traffic jams it would
create.
Now the “gang of no” is
against widening Highway
One because there IS no
traffic.
Sue Digre, the last of
the hippies’ leaders on city
council, has managed to
put highway widening on
the agenda this week to try
and throw a wrench in the
project. I hope our other
councilmembers do not allow anymore delays in this
long over due project. Pacifica Firefighters, emergency workers and PD have
all said that widening Highway One is a matter of life
and death. We’ve studied

Volunteers and the almost
fifty community evaluators
who came to Oceana’s Senior Exhibition Day. The
Pacifica School Volunteers
did an excellent job connecting the community
with Oceana High School.
Friday, March 15, one
hundred and five Oceana
graduating seniors gave
oral presentations based
on the results of their independent research projects.
Through their Senior Exhibitions, Oceana students
demonstrate the research,
communication, and critical thinking skills they have
acquired during their four
years of high school. These
yearlong projects culminate
in a twenty to thirty minute
oral presentation where
each student reports on
what he or she has learned.
This year’s topics ranged
from the Occupy Movement
in Oakland to NASA funding to The Roman Empire,
Editor:
to Gang Injunctions to the
On behalf of the Oceana Cuban Blockade. The exhiHigh School students and bitions take place before an
faculty, we offer a heart- audience of students, family
felt thanks to Bernadette and friends, with a teacher
Chursin and Christine Tho- and a community volunteer
rensen of Pacifica School serving as evaluators.

this long enough. Enough
meetings, enough public input, enough delay tactics.
BTW, I’m very proud of
Councilman Mike O’Neill
and how he has been looking out for Pacificans. I was
disappointed that other
council members recently
voted to keep police outsourcing off the table until 2014. Haven’t we been
stabbed in the back enough
on this? I hope the other
councilmembers realize Mr.
O’Neill won his seat by a
huge margin. He has a very
strong mandate from the
people of Pacifica to drastically change the direction
from the destructive secretive path of the past. He is a
breath of fresh air. You go,
Mike!
Bob Hutchinson
Pacifica

Senior
Exhibitions

The involvement of community volunteers enables
us to broaden the scope of
the exhibitions by requiring students to exhibit their
work outside the insulated
walls of academia. This enhances the seriousness of
the exhibition for students
while also helping them to
recognize their capabilities
within a larger context. It
is a tremendously important step for them to take
as they graduate from high
school and become adult
citizens of the community.
We are grateful for the
support from the community, for the commitment
of time from so many individuals, and for the opportunity to share with our
community the important
accomplishments of our
graduating seniors.
Thank you to Bernadette, Christine and all the
Pacifica School Volunteers.
Laurie Hughes
Senior Exhibition Coordinator

Bohner
responds
Editor:

Our Turn

My Turn

Jim Wagner & Mark Stechbart

Delia McGrath

What are the takeaways from the final
completion of the Devil’s
Slide tunnel? Well, the
button worn at Monday’s
tunnel opening says it all
— in Pacifica we are not
finished with the Rt. 1
safety improvements.
But the tunnel’s long
road to completion should
be instructive in Pacifica’s effort to fix a onemile bottleneck on Rt.
1. Forty years to tunnel
completion because way
too many people argued
is troubling.
The upside is the tunnel was completed in a
very environmentally productive manner. Endangered species were protected and even moved to
a larger, more protected
site down the coast. Native California plant species were used in the landscaping. A large group of

Bay Area elected officials
from Congress and supervisor to city councils all
assisted in the funding.
The same geography
that made Devil’s Slide
a funnel for coast traffic
also affects Pacifica. We
are defined by the same
coast geography that funnels fully 50 percent of
Pacifica traffic through
the Rockaway-Vallemar
stretch of road. When
you have only one northsouth road, safety becomes paramount.
In discussions with
elected officials and invited guests during Monday’s tunnel opening, we
came away with a renewed belief that Pacifica’s safety improvements
on Rt. 1 will continue to
move ahead. Half Moon
Bay is also making longawaited
improvements
to their Rt.1 lifeline. The

congested 92 and Rt. 1
intersection with Main
Street has been vastly
improved to everyone’s
relief.
So the real tunnel lesson? Say yes to a long
overdue congestion and
safety solution on a onemile stretch of road that
currently holds up thousands of Pacifica residents a day. We can improve this stretch of road
in an environmentally
conscious manner.
That is not only common sense but it’s the
law. We can draw upon
the support of areaelected officials to secure
the funding. The tunnel
has shown us the way.
These
opinions
are
those of Mr. Wagner and
Mr. Stechbart and do not
necessarily reflect the position of the Pacifica Tribune.

From the E&P
Elaine Larsen
Pacifica Tribune Editor & Publisher

Light at the end
of the Tunnel
The long-awaited Devil’s Slide
Tunnels opened Monday to a large
crowd and much fanfare.
It was a day of celebration with
a parade of vintage cars, marching

bandsandmanyaccolades for those
who helped bring the decades’ long
effort to bridge the precarious gap
between Pacifica and the southern
Coastside permanently.
Devil’s Slide was aptly named,
its scenic views plagued by recurring cliff erosion, road closures and
periodic collapses. Many lives have
been lost on that narrow, treacher-

Ten years and Pacifica Women in Black are
still at it!
Standing every Saturday in front of Walgreens at West Manor
and Palmetto, we continue to bear public witness to our world’s need
for peace, for freedom
for everyone. Our purpose is to bring awareness to and express our
profound grief about
war, rape as a tool of
war, ethnic cleansing,
violence
and
human
rights abuses whenever
and wherever they occur
anywhere in the world.
We choose to do this in
silence for one hour (1
to 2 p.m.)
Our shared vision of a
world without war, torture, violence, aggression, oppression, and
injustice is one that we
hope will be realized;

ous stretch linking Pacifica with
the Midcoast, first excavated by
horse-driven cart crews building
the short-lived Ocean Shore Railroad.
Monday’s event was a chance
to reflect on the past, but perhaps
just as importantly, to look to the
future.
The completion of the Devil’s
Slide Tunnel Project joined together all facets of the community:
local, regional and state politicians,
Chamber of Commerce members,
city officials and environmentalists
who spearheaded the public campaign that led to the rejection of
the bypass in favor of a more ecologically sound set of tunnels.
Although consensus did not

I’m responding to the
letter to you from Jim Wagner and Mark Stechbart
published March 12.
Mr. Wagner and Mr.
Stechbart’s alleged safety
problem is just smoke and
mirrors. On October 18,
2012 the San Mateo Daily
Journal published an article titled “PACIFICA RESIDENTS: DON’T WIDEN
HIGHWAY 1.” You can
read the article at http://
www.smdailyjournal.com/
article_preview.php?type=
lnews&title=Pacifica%20re
sidents:%20Don%27t%20w
iden%20Highway%201&id=
1756653
Here’s what the article
says:
“North County Fire Authority spokesman Matt
Lucett said he is not aware
of Highway 1 congestion
causing the failure of any
emergency vehicles to meet
911 response time requirements...”
Read the Wagner and
Stechbart letter carefully.
They quote the retired firefighters as saying, “We do
not want to tell any Pacifica
resident we were late to a
fire or medical emergency

because we were stuck in
traffic.” They are not saying that emergency vehicles
have been stuck in traffic.
They are merely saying that
they don’t want it to happen. In other words there
is NO EVIDENCE that an
emergency vehicle actually
has been stuck in traffic. No
evidence from the retired
firefighters and none from
Wagner and Stechbart.
There’s more misinformation and misleading innuendo in the letter, but I
don’t have the space here
to address it all. For accurate information I would
invite you and your readers
to check out the web site of
Pacificans for Highway 1 Alternatives http://ph1a-pacifica.weebly.com/ and my
blog at http://hwy1pacifica.
wordpress.com/
Sincerely,
Hal Bohner
Vallemar
Editor’s Note: Due to
what Mr. Bohner felt as an
important omission in last
week’s paper that was due
to a Tribune technical error, we agreed to reprint
Mr. Bohner’s letter in its
entirety.

indeed, we have confidence that it will be so.
We, and all who share
this powerful vision, are
giving birth to it through
our strength, our persistence and our wisdom.
We must give expression
to this, our most earnest
desire. Thus, we stand.
We must stand.
We hope those who
pass by will notice our
willingness and dedication to make ending war
the number one priority
in our times.
Afghanistan,
Iraq
Libya,
maybe
Syria,
rumors of war against
Iran and “secret,” unconscionable drone killings in Pakistan, Yemen
Somalia and elsewhere!
Will it never end? We
continue to express our
commitment to end current wars and prevent
all future wars.

We
are
intensely
concerned about gun
violence. We promote
strong
gun
control
laws,
registries
and
background checks for
would-be gun owners.
Should you find our
view of the world naïve
or
incomprehensible,
consider the fact that
we care deeply about
our world, about our
planet, about you, about
each other. We believe
we must share this vision. Consider that we
have been standing for
10 years to highlight our
hopes and concerns. If
you share our perspective, please come and
stand in silence with us.
Thank you!
These opinions are
those of Ms. McGrath and
do not necessarily reflect
the position of the Pacifica Tribune.

come immediately, it was clear
from Monday’s varied attendance
that virtually everyone now agrees
that the tunnel project is a two-fold
success — solving the Coastside’s
transportation woes through that
corridor while protecting the environment.
But Pacifica still faces what to
do about the proposed Highway 1
widening project — an issue that’s
been on the books since at least
the early 1980s. At the forefront
for some years now is the Calera
Creek Parkway, a widening of the
stretch between Fassler and Reina
del Mar, deemed to be the worst
of the bottleneck during commute
hours, worse on rainy days. Ironically, Calera Creek was initially

Terrace (only two blocks long). Just don’t do it in a
good car. That used to be a decent road, but every
year it gets worse. The most the city will do is fill in
some potholes, though how they decide which pothole
to fill in is a good question. Even San Pedro is starting
to fall apart. When contacted, the city says that it’s not
on their list -- any of Pedro Point. The last time there
John Maybury
was any paving done on the street I live on, we paid
out of our own pockets to do it ourselves. And within
I LOVE PACIFICA
Don’t get me wrong, folks. Last week I said to disincor- weeks the city came through and tore up the pavement
to change out a pipe. I will say that when we’ve called
porate Pacifica, because I believe our system of govand asked that specific potholes be filled in, they have
ernment is broken or at least seriously fractured. Yet
been. But that’s not even a Band-Aid.”
I still love our green hillsides, blue waters, clean air,
and quirky people. I have no illusions that returning to
unincorporated status under county jurisdiction would LAST RIDE ON DEVIL’S SLIDE
Nancy Hall says: “We are all excited about the openbe any Sunday school picnic, but maybe a Higher
ing of the new tunnels that bypass Devil’s Slide, but
Authority could help us find our way out of the fiscal
mess we are in now. I don’t have any magic bullets for let’s remember that it is also the end of an era for
this lame horse of a town. I just want to put it out of its locals who grew up braving this treacherous stretch
misery and get on with the huge job of finding a better of Highway 1. The Curios have released a song ‘Last
Ride on Devil’s Slide’ as well as t-shirts and hoodies
ride. Okay, once again I have exhausted my meager
supply of metaphors. My job as a newspaper columnist with original artwork by Andrew Leone. T-shirts from
is to ask dumb questions and make dumb suggestions. youth size small up to 3X are $18. Add the CD and
it’s $23 with shipping. If you are local, you can just
The brilliant solutions are up to smarter people than
arrange to pick them up. The single by the same name
me. Have fun and good luck. Let the dialogue begin in
sold out at The Curios’ Winter Concert, but they now
these pages. I look forward to your hate mail and love
have more copies. CD-only is $5. Call 650-359-2073 to
letters. But don’t blame me. I’m just the messenger.
get yours while they last.”
BEES CATCH A BUZZ
TUNNEL VISION ALE
The Twitterverse is abuzz with news of a recent
In honor of the Devil’s Slide opening March 26, Half
scientific study on plants that use naturally occurMoon Bay Brewing Company at Princeton Harbor
ring caffeine in their nectar to make honeybees work
launched Tunnel Vision Ale, “the beer at the end of the
harder at pollination. A Google search reveals dozens
tunnel.” Owners Lenny and Christine Mendonca have
of stories about superbees stoked on caffeine and sersupported the tunnel solution for Devil’s Slide since it
vicing their host plants. I want to taste that honey!
was proposed in 1996, four years before the brewing
company was established.
PEDRO POINT’S ROCKY ROAD
Gary Furlong emails: “Had to chuckle about your
LOCAL FARMERS MARKET TOPS “A” LIST
comment last week: ‘Have you tried driving up and
Our own little Coastside Farmers Market (Pacifica
down Linda Mar Boulevard lately?’ I live on Pedro
Point (yes, yes, northern Carmel). It’s bad enough that and Half Moon Bay) has won the top spot on the Bay
Area “A” List for Best Farmers Market. Kudos to
some of the roads here are little more than paths, but
market founder/manager Erin Tormey and all the
if people bought their houses knowing that was their
road, then so be it. But other roads on Pedro Point that farmers, fishmongers, bakers, musicians, masseuses,
and others who make the market a fun and healthy
used to be good, wide roads have now been allowed to
place to shop every week from May to December. “To
fall into complete disrepair. Try taking a drive along
see the abundance of produce from some of the most
Kent Road between San Pedro and Essex/Blackburn

Wandering &
Wondering

Find us online: www.mercurynews.com/pacifica

proposed as a less invasive alternative to the original 1-E Modified
plan that called for frontage roads.
It is clear the battle lines are
once again being drawn, prompting many to respond: “Here we go,
down that road again.”
Perhaps the tunnel success
holds the key. What will solve the
Highway 1 stalemate is consensus
and compromise, not political posturing.
Because Pacifica’s piece of
State Route Highway 1 is inextricably linked to the entire Coastside
and beyond.
We need to work together and
find a solution amenable to all.
Before the decision is taken out
of our hands.

fertile farmland in the West displayed beside wild king
salmon, artisanal goat cheese, and regional honey is
to understand the essential roles farming and fishing play in the life and economy of the region,” says
Tormey. Informed of the good news about the “A” List
award, she appropriately Blackberried me, “Woohooo
and thank you to the Friends of the Farmers Market.
Amazing to think we did this in the off-season!
BAY-DELTA WATER QUALITY CONTROL
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to revive the
Bay-Delta and the rivers that feed it, including the
Tuolumne (visit Tuolumne.org for a video on the Bay
Delta Water Quality Control Plan). The site includes
information on how you can help revive the Bay-Delta
by submitting written comments to the State Water
Board through March 29. Water users that benefit
from diverting huge amounts of water from our rivers and the Delta at the expense of fish and wildlife,
water quality, and recreation have already spoken, so
concerned citizens must tell the State Water Board
that most Californians favor a balanced approach that
protects natural resources and economic interests.
SITESEER
Paper or plastic? vimeo.com/61275290
REDNECKS AND MOTHS
Scott McKellar invites you to search online for “Redneck tendencies” and take the quiz “How redneck are
you?” Nature Boy Scott also uses his new computer to
research his critter findings. He recently had a colorful
Hyalophora cecropia moth visit his backyard, and he
identified it on Google Images.
PANTS PATROL
Jeff Bagshaw is stoked about the street sign he
found online: “Pull Up Your Pants. No One Wants to
See Your Underwear.” It was signed “Metropolitan
Etiquette Authority,” created by New York City artist
Jay Shells. Jeff says Pacifica could use a few of these
signs.
WASTING AWAY IN MAYBURRITOVILLE
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